
        September 24, 2011 
Porsche SC Global Carrera Cup Asia - Singapore 2011 – Rounds 9 & 10, Marina Bay Circuit, 
September 23-25 – Round 9 

Menzel Banishes Demons to take Victory 

Singapore.  Christian Menzel banished the demons of a year earlier, when an error in tyre choice 
put pay to his chances, to take an emphatic win for Team StarChase on Singapore’s Marina Bay 
street circuit in the Porsche SC Global Carrera Cup Asia – Singapore 2011. 

The reigning Porsche Carrera Cup Asia champion led from pole to chequered flag over the 12-lap 
race which was interrupted by a brief Safety Car period after Modena Motorsport’s Wayne Shen hit 
the wall.  Second across the line was SC Global Racing’s Craig Baird, followed by LKM Racing’s 
Keita Sawa of Japan and team mate and FIA World Touring Car Championship regular Darryl 
O’Young. 

Team Jebsen’s Rodolfo Avila finished fifth, but with Menzel and Baird both substitute drivers and not 
eligible to score points, the Macau driver now leads the 2011 championship with three races to go.  
However, Sawa is snapping at his heals just three points behind.  Team StarChase regular driver, 
Alexandre Imperatori lies third, one point behind Sawa. 

In Class B, Pauian Archiland Absolute Racing’s Jeffrey Lee took victory after a superb move to 
overtake Team Kangshun’s Ringo Chong mid-way through the race.  OpenRoad Racing’s Francis 
Tjia finished third in the category after a strong run almost ended in disaster just two laps from the 
flag.  Tjia ran wide, forfeiting a place to a hard charging Anthony Liu who himself then hit trouble 
almost hitting the barriers.  Liu eventually crossed the line in 13th. 

Team BetterLife’s Wang Jian Wei of China still leads the Class B points table, followed by Chong 
and Francis Tjia. 

Said Menzel of his victory:  “It’s a good feeling. I miss the series, the people, the atmosphere, the 
championship, so for me, it’s a pleasure to be back. To come back with pole position and first 
position is wonderful. First I will say that Craig pushed very hard. Believe me, it was a hard job, it 
was very hot. In the beginning I pushed maybe too hard, and I was lucky that the Safety Car came 
out and it helped me cool my tyres down.  After the Safety Car came back it, my tyres came back.” 
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Baird was philosophical, despite the disappointment of second: “I lost grip at the beginning of the 
race and at the mid-point of the race, my car started coming together better. I wasn’t overly happy to 
see the Safety Car because obviously my car was working right at that point. I think in a sprint race 
you need to go as hard as you can from the start. Christian’s hard to beat, but we’ll make a couple 
little changes to the car and then push as hard as we can.” 

Sawa, making an impressive Marina Bay debut, was focused on main prize and the race for the 
Porsche Carrera Cup Asia championship: “For the race I tried to do my best and getting third 
position is very good for the championship as I am closer to Avila, and I have already passed 
(Alexandre) Imperatori. Tomorrow I need to try and pass again.” 

Lee was modest about what had been a truly skilful and perfectly-timed overtaking move on Chong: 
“I was pretty close to him when I made that passing maneuver, and I could see that actually Ringo 
looked quite relaxed and he locked up and I was able to take advantage.” 

Chong will be back out on track tomorrow determined to restore honour for Singapore: “I was driving 
and I kept saying my prayers in the car hoping that Jeffery would make a mistake and of course, he 
didn’t. I locked up and he overtook me. Tomorrow I will try my best to take a win for Singapore, but I 
will have to push very hard as these guys aren’t easy to beat.” 

All 26 cars got away cleanly off the grid, and Menzel immediately began pulling out a gap from Baird, 
clocking the fastest lap on lap two.  Sawa got by O’Young on the opening lap, but the pair were nose 
to tail despite being team mates.  Behind Avila in fifth, Chong, Jeffrey Lee, Francis Tjia and Wayne 
Shen were locked in an epic battle which had the Singapore crowds on their feet lap after lap.  Lee 
mounted his final attack on Chong, who had held off the charging pack brilliantly, on lap six to charge 
by and take a well-earned Class B victory. 

The Safety Car was called out on lap nine after Wayne Shen’s incident, closing the field up, and it 
was touch-and-go whether racing would resume before the flag.  But a dramatic two lap final dash to 
the flag saw Menzel once again charge away to open up a gap of almost eight tenths of a second by 
the flag from Baird.  Avila made a move on O’Young, but wisely decided not to jeopardize the 
championship lead by risking all for a place. 
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Absolute Racing’s Brian Wong was unable to start after sustaining damaging during a qualifying 
incident. 

Round 10 of the Porsche Carrera Cup Asia will be run tomorrow (Sunday) prior to the 2011 
FORMULA 1 SINGTEL SINGAPORE GRAND PRIX over 12 laps of the Marina Bay Circuit. 

Results – Round 9 
Porsche SC Global Carrera Cup Asia – Singapore 2011 

Pos Comp  
No

Driver Class Entrant Time

1 99 *Christian MENZEL 
(GER)

A Team StarChase (CHN) 29:36.856

2 2 *Craig BAIRD (NZL) A SC Global Racing (SIN) +0.779

3 88 Keita SAWA (JPN) A LKM Racing Team (HKG) +4.361

4 55 Darryl O’YOUNG (HKG) A LKM Racing Team (HKG) +6.609

5 20 Rodolfo AVILA (MAC) A Team Jebsen (HKG) +9.101

6 7 Jeffrey LEE (TPE) B Team Pauian Archiland 
Absolute Racing (TPE) 

+11.471

7 11 Ringo CHONG (SIN) B Team Kangshun (CHN) +14.134

8 21 Francis TJIA (NED) B OpenRoad Racing (HKG) +17.864

9 33 MOK Weng Sun (SIN) A Team PCS Racing (SIN) +20.354

10 98 Philip MA (HKG) A Team Hong Kong Racing 
(HKG)

+20.916

11 9 WANG Jian Wei (CHN) B Team BetterLife (CHN) +27.033

12 3 Alain LI (HKG) B Alain Li (HKG) +28.032

13 37 *Anthony LIU (CHN) B WoYo Racing (CHN) +39.173

14 15 Keith VONG (MAC) B Asia Racing Team (MAC) +65.132

15 59 Philip BRIANDET (SIN) B Philip Briandet (SIN) +73.762

16 66 Rose TAN (CHN) B Team C&D (CHN) +78.468

17 18 Marcel TJIA (HKG) B OpenRoad Racing (HKG) +84.394

18 27 Adrian Henry D’SILVA 
(MAS)

B Nexus Racing (MAS) +85.557

19 22 Morris KU (HKG) B Team DAYCRAFT (HKG) +91.854
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*Non series registered 

Fastest Lap: Christian Menzel/Team StarChase/2:20.975/Lap 2/129.546kph 

Points After Round 9 
Overall  

Class B 

Porsche Carrera Cup Asia 2011 
Series Partners 
Supporting the Porsche Carrera Cup Asia are two of the most recognised names in international 
motorsport, Mobil1 and Michelin. Mobil and Porsche have been partners since 1996. Close co-

20 68 MAK Hing Tak (HKG) B OMAK (HKG) +94.336

21 77 Jacky YEUNG (HKG) B Jacky Yeung (HKG) +128.823

- 5 Yuey TAN (SIN) B Wimobilize McElrea Racing 
(SIN)

DNF

- 83 Dr. MA Chi Min (HKG) B Asia Racing Team (MAC) DNF

- 16 Wayne SHEN (CAN) B Modena Motorsports (HKG) DNF

- 28 John SHEN  (CAN) B Modena Motorsports (HKG) DNF

- 89 Brian WONG (USA) A Absolute Racing (HKG) DNS

Pos Comp  
No

Driver Entrant Points

1 20 Rodolfo AVILA Team Jebsen 148

2 88 Keita SAWA LKM Racing Team 145

3 99 Alexandre IMPERATORI Team StarChase 144

4 55 Darryl O’YOUNG LKM Racing Team 113

5 89 Brian WONG Absolute Racing 95

Pos Comp  
No

Driver Entrant Points

1 9 WANG Jian Wei Team BetterLife 160

2 11 Ringo CHONG Team Kangshun 132

3 21 Francis TJIA OpenRoad Racing 118

4 16 Wayne SHEN Modena Motorsports 102

5 37 Davide RIZZO WoYo Racing 83
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operation in research and development has led to every new Porsche engine being filled with Mobil1 
high-performance lubricant. Porsche Carrera Cup Asia drivers also have the advantage of racing on 
cutting-edge tyres supplied by series partner Michelin. The consistent performance and leading 
technology of Michelin tyres constantly improve the performance of many teams in international 
motorsport. The partnership between Michelin and the Porsche Carrera Cup Asia has emerged from 
a worldwide agreement signed between Porsche AG and the Michelin group. 

The Porsche Carrera Cup Asia is organised and promoted by Malaysian based Motorsport Asia Ltd. 

Porsche 911 GT3 Cup 
Stronger, wider, faster, the new version of the Porsche 911 GT3 Cup - the best selling race car in the 
world - was introduced in 2010. Based for the first time on the light-weight road-going version of the 
911 GT3 RS, the body corresponds largely to the standard model, with Porsche modifying the 
aerodynamics for racing. The front spoiler lip has been lowered 15 millimetres, providing significantly 
more downforce. Rear downforce has also increased with the rear wing growing from 1.46 to 1.70 
metres and fitted higher up as a feature taken from the even stronger 911 GT3 Cup S.  
The engine is largely identical to the production unit in the 911 GT3 RS: with capacity up from 3.6 
litres to 3.8 litres, the six-cylinder motor delivers 30 hp more than its predecessor. The power output 
is 450 bhp, with a maximum engine speed of 8,500 rpm. 

The racing exhaust features a fully controlled catalytic converter. Via a ZF Sachs race clutch, a 
sequential six-speed dog-type gearbox and a limited slip differential, the engine power is transmitted 
to the rear axle. 

With the rear body 44-millimetres broader than standard, there is sufficient space for wider wheels. 
The front axle comes with three-piece light-alloy rims measuring 9.5 J x 18 (previously 9 J x 18). The 
three-piece light-alloy rims on the rear axle grew an inch to 12 J x 18. 
Anti-roll bars front and rear, now adjustable to seven different positions, allow an even more precise 
set-up. The camber, track, ride height, and rear wing can be adjusted within the regulations. 

- End - 

About Porsche Carrera Cup Asia 
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The Porsche Carrera Cup Asia blasted off the starting grid in 2003 and has never looked back. 
Joining the family of hugely successful Porsche “one make” series, it has quickly become the 
premier sportscar series in the region, with a massive fan and media following. 
The Porsche Carrera Cup Asia offers extremely exciting racing across the region and is truly 
international, with competitors from all over Asia as well as Europe. The field is made up of a 
combination of experienced touring and sportscar competitors and ambitious and talented 
gentlemen drivers. 

About Porsche China 
Porsche is known throughout the world for creating the ultimate sports cars for everyday use. Under 
the guiding credo of “Porsche Intelligent Performance”, Porsche provides a new generation of sports 
cars that prove high performance and efficiency are not contradictory terms. Since commencing 
operations in 2001, Porsche China has imported iconic sports cars that are imbued with the sporting 
spirit that has defined the marque since 1948: the legendary 911 series, the renowned Boxster and 
Cayman mid-engine sports cars, the Cayenne premium SUV and the four-door Panamera Gran 
Turismo. Porsche China currently oversees 33 Porsche Centres nationwide, ensuring that Porsche 
owners across China receive the hallmark personalised care that customers have come to associate 
with the brand. In 2011, Porsche celebrates its 10th anniversary in Mainland China with a new 
annual sales record of 14,785 deliveries. For more information, please visit us at www.porsche.cn. 

For further enquiries, please contact: 

Mr. Aaron Li  
Regional PR Manager 
Porsche China 
Tel: (86-21) 6156 5911 
Fax: (86-21) 5058 4210 
Email: aaron.li@porsche.cn 

Mrs. Nikki Kemp           
Porsche Carrera Cup Asia Press Officer    
Tel: (+852) 2575 6995           
Email: nikki@prplus.com.hk     

Website: www.carreracupasia.com  
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